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FUNDAMENTALS OF ANAESTHESIA

Fourth edition
Edited by Ted Lin
Glenfield Hospital, Leicester

Tim Smith
Alexandra Hospital, Redditch

and Colin Pinnock
Alexandra Hospital, Redditch

Edited in association with Chris Mowatt
Alexandra Hospital, Redditch

Fundamentals of Anaesthesia is the gold standard text for the Primary FRCA, encapsulating the basic principles of modern anaesthesia in one easily accessible volume. Written and edited by experts with extensive FRCA examination experience, this text deliberately blends the expertise of invited authors in an unrivalled consistency of style more akin to that of a single author text. All of the subject matter required to pass the exam is condensed into an easy-to-read format. This fully updated fourth edition includes new guidelines, an improved chapter structure, and a new section on clinical ultrasound. The generous use of summary boxes, bullet points, tables and diagrams creates a text that is clear, concise and easy to navigate. Each section covers one of the four components of the SOE. This is a unique revision aid for the Primary FRCA and an essential companion for all exam candidates.

CONTENTS


ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Level: specialist medical trainees, medical specialists/consultants
RETURNING TO WORK IN ANAESTHESIA

Back on the Circuit

Edited by Emma Plunkett
West Midlands Deanery, Birmingham

Emily Johnson
West Midlands Deanery, Birmingham

and Anna Pierson
Birmingham School of Anaesthesia

With the increasing frequency of breaks from practice, the importance of proper preparation and guidance for doctors returning to work has recently been recognised by the Academy of Medical Royal Colleges and the Royal College of Anaesthetists. This is the first dedicated resource to support anaesthetists returning to work after a significant break of any kind, and is designed to complement the growing range of regional and national return to work courses by gathering relevant information and advice into one easily accessible reference source. Divided into three parts, specific to different stages in the return to work process, this book offers information and advice about the practicalities of returning to work, 120 different clinical scenarios to refresh the reader’s knowledge, and a collection of useful guidelines and checklists for the first days and weeks back, forming a vital practical resource for anaesthetists in this situation and those supporting them.

CONTENTS


Additional Resources: http://www.cambridge.org/9781316608937

Scratch-off code on inside front cover of book gives user access to online material, companion website features guidelines and checklists for Part III

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees
Climate change has been identified as the biggest global health threat of the twenty-first century. Hundreds of millions of people around the world currently suffer from allergic diseases such as asthma and allergic rhinitis (hay fever), and the prevalence of these diseases is increasing. This book is the first authoritative and comprehensive assessment of the many impacts of climate change on allergens, such as pollen and mould spores, and allergic diseases. The international authorship team of leaders in this field explore the topic to a breadth and depth far beyond any previous work. This book will be of value to anyone with an interest in climate change, environmental allergens, and related allergic diseases. It is written at a level that is accessible for those working in related physical, biological, and health and medical sciences, including researchers, academics, clinicians, and advanced students.

ESSENTIAL EPIDEMIOLOGY

An Introduction for Students and Health Professionals

Third edition

Penny Webb
Queensland Institute of Medical Research

Chris Bain
Queensland Institute of Medical Research

and Andrew Page
University of Western Sydney

Taking a practical approach and supported by global examples from all areas of health, the new edition of this popular and highly commended textbook has been updated to reflect current epidemiological thinking and teaching. Based on feedback from teachers and students, material has been reordered to better suit courses and reflect the underlying logic and purpose of epidemiology.

• Provides students with a rounded picture of the field by emphasizing the commonalities across different areas of epidemiology, including clinical epidemiology, and highlighting the key role of epidemiology in public health
• Avoids complex mathematics by restricting this to optional material, thereby keeping the book accessible to students from non-quantitative backgrounds
• Integrated and supplementary questions help students to reinforce concepts
• A wealth of online material is available at www.cambridge.org/essential_epidemiology, including additional questions, advanced material for key concepts, recommendations for further reading, links to useful websites and slides for teaching, supporting both students and teachers.

WHY IT WILL SELL

• Demonstrates the commonalities between different areas of epidemiology and emphasizes the key role of epidemiology in public health
• Considers the nature and practical implications of the fundamental biases of selection and measurement, providing a clear conceptual outline, examples, and flow charts to support students as they master this tricky topic
• Avoids complex mathematics, making the book accessible to those from a non-quantitative background
• Online resources include additional questions, suggestions for further reading, links to useful websites and teaching slides

CONTENTS


Additional Resources: http://www.cambridge.org/9781107529151
Additional questions, suggestions for further reading, links to useful websites, slides for teaching

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Courses: Epidemiology, Epidemiology and Public Health
Departments: Epidemiology, Public Health, Preventative Medicine, Biosciences
Level: graduate students, medical students
Planning a clinical study is much more than determining the basic study design. Who will you be studying? How do you plan to recruit your study subjects? How do you plan to retain them in the study? What data do you plan to collect? How will you obtain this data? How will you minimize bias? All these decisions must be consistent with the ethical considerations of studying people. This book teaches how to choose the best design for your question. Drawing on their many years working in clinical research, Nancy G. Berman and Robert A. Parker guide readers through the essential elements of study planning to help get them started. The authors offer numerous examples to illustrate the key decisions needed, describing what works and what does not work, and why. Written specifically for junior investigators beginning their research careers, this guide will also be useful to senior investigators needing to review specific topics.

**Contents**

**Part I. Introduction:**
1. Questions before starting on the details; 2. Ethics; 3. Informed consent;

**Part II. Study Designs:**

**Part III. Core Concepts Applicable to All Study Designs:**

**Additional Information**

Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees, academic researchers
HEMATOPOIETIC CELL TRANSPLANTS
Concepts, Controversies and Future Directions

Edited by Hillard M. Lazarus
Case Western Reserve University, Ohio

Robert Peter Gale
Imperial College London

Armand Keating
University of Toronto

Andrea Bacigalupo
Ospedale San Martino, Genoa

Reinhold Munker
Louisiana State University, Shreveport

and Kerry Atkinson
University of Queensland

Edited in association with
Syed Ali Abutalib
Midwestern Regional Medical Center, Cancer Treatment Centers of America, Chicago

This authoritative new book provides a comprehensive overview of diagnostic and therapeutic strategies in hematopoietic cell transplantation, explaining key concepts, successes, controversies and challenges. The authors and editors discuss current and future strategies for major challenges, such as graft-versus-host-disease, including new prophylaxis and treatments. They also discuss long-term complications, such as second malignancies and cardiovascular complications. Chapters are written by leading world experts, carefully edited to achieve a uniform and accessible writing style. Each chapter includes evidence-based explanations and state-of-the-art solutions, providing the reader with practice-changing advice. Full reference lists are also supplied to facilitate further exploration of each topic. Each copy of the printed book is packaged with a password, giving readers online access to all text and images. This inspiring resource demystifies both the basics and subtleties of hematopoietic cell transplantation, and is essential reading for both senior clinicians and trainees.

Contents

Dedications; The editors; List of contributors; Preface; A brief history of hematopoietic cell transplantation; Current use and trends in hematopoietic cell transplantation; Biology: critical components of hematopoietic cell transplantation; Part I. Recipient Selection for Hematopoietic Cell Transplantation; Part II. Donor Selection for Allogeneic Hematopoietic Cell Transplants: A Moving Target; Part III. Collecting and Processing of the Graft; Part IV. Early Posttransplant Interval; Part V. Infections after Hematopoietic Cell Transplantation – Progress?; Part VI. Late Complications of Hematopoietic Cell Transplantation; Part VII. Other Complications of Hematopoietic Cell Transplants; Part VIII. Prevention, Detection and Treatment of Relapse after Hematopoietic Cell Transplants; Part IX. Selection of Conditioning Regimen and Challenges with Different Types of T-Cell Depletion Methods; Part X. Hematopoietic Cell Transplants for Acute Leukemia and Myelodysplastic Syndrome; Part XI. Hematopoietic Cell Transplants for Myeloproliferative Neoplasms; Part XII. Hematopoietic Cell Transplants for Lymphomas – Changing Indications; Part XIII. Plasma Cell Dyscrasias: Hematopoietic Cell Transplants; Part XIV. Autotransplants for Solid Neoplasms; Part XV. Hematopoietic Cell Transplants for Non-Neoplastic Diseases; Part XVI. Novel Transplant Strategies; Part XVII. Novel Cell Therapies and Manipulations: Ready for Prime-time?; Index.

Additional Information

Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org
PEDIATRIC HEMATOLOGY

A Practical Guide

Robert Wynn
Central Manchester University Hospitals, Manchester

Rukhmi Bhat
Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine, Chicago

and Paul Monagle
University of Melbourne, Australia

Hematology is often considered a challenging subject by students and junior medical staff alike. Using key scientific and clinical principles, this succinct guide provides a summary of modern day-to-day clinical practice in paediatric hematology. Focusing on the facts that underpin patient management, each chapter offers an initial summary of a particular paediatric hematologic condition. Several key clinical scenarios set out how common difficulties should be managed, from the neonate with line thrombosis, to the newly presenting patient with leukaemia, and the child who has suffered a stroke. Covering all hematology topics on the syllabus of the American Board of Paediatrics subspecialty examinations, this authoritative guide is ideal for both postgraduates and junior doctors, whose understanding of hematological conditions will increase greatly upon reading. This comprehensive and practical book specifically aims to equip clinicians to diagnose and manage children with hematological illness, and to support them and their families.

October 2016
246 x 189 mm 303pp
6 b/w illus. 33 colour illus. 96 tables
978-1-107-43936-8 Paperback
£59.99

WHY IT WILL SELL

• Succinct chapters provide a quick-reference overview of evidence-based guidelines for the more experienced haematologist
• Each clinical scenario includes advice on how to manage the patient and, if appropriate, how to communicate with children and their families
• Chapters include colour images and flowcharts, and follow a standardised format for ease of reading

CONTENTS


ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Level: specialist medical trainees, medical specialists/consultants

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org
ADVANCED NEURORADIOLOGY CASES

Challenge Your Knowledge

Edited by Lázaro Luís Faria do Amaral
Hospital Beneficência Portuguesa

Asim K. Bag
University of Alabama, Birmingham

Fabricio Guimarães Gonçalves
University of Brazil

and Prasad B. Hanagandi
University of Toronto

Featuring atypical cases and focusing on advanced imaging techniques, this book presents a compilation of unusual CNS pathologies with characteristic imaging findings. The aim is to aid the speedy diagnosis of otherwise rarely encountered clinical conditions and improve patient care. Presented as more than 130 real cases with extensive imaging description and step-by-step guidelines on how to diagnose individual pathologies, each scenario is backed by the most up-to-date literature available. The cases include some of the most recently described clinical conditions. The case-based format and description of each clinical journey encourages readers to engage with the diagnostic process and facilitates self-study. This book is for any radiologist who practices neuroradiology, neuroradiology fellows, neuroimaging fellows, practicing neurologist and neurology residents.

October 2016
276 x 219 mm  544pp
881 b/w illus. 14 colour illus. 6 tables
978-1-107-08871-9  Hardback
£99.99

WHY IT WILL SELL

• Presents a unique and comprehensive collection of the rarest clinical conditions
• Highly illustrated with more than 800 clinical images
• Encourages a structured decision-making process towards a primary diagnosis

CONTENT


ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees

www.cambridge.org/rights
foreignrights@cambridge.org
Interventional oncology has emerged as an important specialty within cancer care, providing targeted therapy and palliative benefits without the side effects of chemotherapy, surgery and radiation. Covering the principles of current and emerging interventional oncology techniques and detailed diagnosis, staging and treatment algorithms, this book outlines the ways in which these image-guided therapies can inform cancer management strategies. Access to the most current information is vital in this rapidly growing and evolving area of practice. This new edition reflects the most recent clinical data on interventional oncology procedures. Chapters on image guidance and targeting, tumor ablation, embolotherapy, and response assessment have been updated to reflect major technological advances, and new material on microwave ablation and irreversible electroporation has been added.

This invaluable resource for interventional radiologists provides essential education and guidance on the full range of minimally invasive image-guided procedures and their integration into comprehensive cancer care.

**Contents**


**Why it will sell**

- New and updated chapters reflect the most current clinical data and information on interventional oncology procedures
- Features a dedicated section on palliative care, an essential aspect of cancer management
- Provides everything the interventional oncologist needs in one volume, without being too specialized or too general
MR is a powerful modality. At its most advanced, it can be used not just to image anatomy and pathology, but to investigate organ function, to probe in vivo chemistry, and even to visualise the brain thinking. However, clinicians, technologists and scientists struggle with the study of the subject. The result is sometimes an obscurity of understanding, or a dilution of scientific truth, resulting in misconceptions. This is why *MRI from Picture to Proton* has achieved its reputation for practical clarity. MR is introduced as a tool, with coverage starting from the images, equipment and scanning protocols and traced back towards the underlying physics theory. With new content on quantitative MRI, MR safety, multi-band excitation, Dixon imaging, MR elastography and advanced pulse sequences, and with additional supportive materials available on the book’s website, this new edition is completely revised and updated to reflect the best use of modern MR technology.
THE PSYCHOSES OF MENSTRUATION AND CHILDBEARING

Ian Brockington
University of Birmingham

Childbearing, from the standpoint of psychological medicine, is the most complex event in human experience. Of the dozens of disorders that affect the generative process, or are unleashed as complications, many fall under the heading of ‘psychoses’ – profound disturbances of thought, perception, cognition and behaviour. These psychoses disrupt personal and family life at a critical time. Reviewing the wide range of psychoses that complicate the reproductive process, Ian Brockington proposes radical changes to the concepts of postpartum and menstrual psychoses, with suggestions for fresh research initiatives. Armed with this comprehensive knowledge and wielding a raft of interventions, many women can be restored to health and their vital roles in the family and community. When the risk factors are known, multidisciplinary preventive strategies can transform the lives of vulnerable women. This is essential reading for psychiatrists, obstetricians and gynaecologists, midwives, general practitioners, neuroscientists and related professions worldwide.

CONTENTS


ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees

WHY IT WILL SELL

• Provides a complete account of childbearing and menstrual psychoses, based on over 3000 works in many languages
• Describes the complexity of the psychoses of childbearing, including many organic and non-organic forms, to aid a better diagnosis and treatment
• Presents over twenty distinct forms of psychoses, offering insights for further research

November 2016
234 x 156 mm 250pp
2 b/w illus. 33 tables
978-1-107-11360-2 Hardback
c. £69.99
This book brings together two bodies of knowledge – wellbeing and recovery. Wellbeing and ‘positive’ approaches are increasingly influencing many areas of society. Recovery in mental illness has a growing empirical evidence base. For the first time, overlaps and cross-fertilisation opportunities between the two bodies of knowledge are identified. International experts present innovations taking place within the mental health system, which include wellbeing-informed new therapies, e-health approaches and peer-led recovery communities. State-of-the-art applications of wellbeing to the wider community are also described, across education, employment, parenting and city planning. This book will be of interest to anyone connected with the mental health system, especially people using and working in services, and clinical and administrators leaders, and those interested in using research from the mental health system in the wider community.

**CONTENTS**


**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**

Level: professionals, medical specialists/consultants
Dizziness

A Practical Approach to Diagnosis and Management

Second edition

Adolfo Bronstein
Imperial College London

and Thomas Lempert
Department of Neurology, Schlosspark Klinik, Berlin

Dizzy patients are notoriously difficult to diagnose as doctors require knowledge spanning several subspecialties, including neurology, otolaryngology, internal medicine and psychiatry. This updated second edition integrates the essential information from these fields, providing advice that is both practical and accessible. Beginning with two jargon-free chapters on anatomy, physiology and examination techniques, the book follows a coherent structure organized according to clinical presentations, such as recurrent vertigo, positional vertigo and chronic dizziness. Each chapter is summarized with a table showing diagnoses and their key features, ensuring that the relevant differential diagnoses are readily available. Access to more than sixty online video clips is included, illustrating bedside findings from pathological nystagmus to specific balance problems. With practical advice offered for a range of difficult clinical situations, this comprehensive guide will enable any doctor to feel confident when confronted with dizzy patients.

Contents


Additional Resources: http://www.cambridge.org/9781107663909

Video clips

Additional Information

Level: medical specialists/consultants
Neuroendovascular and neurointerventional therapy is a specialty where disseminating personal knowledge and expert opinion is extremely important, owing to the lack of large-scale clinical trials. The management of complications that occur during or immediately after therapeutic interventions is particularly challenging because these can significantly affect patient outcomes. This book presents how various complication scenarios are handled by well-qualified authorities in the field of neurointervention from three disciplines: neurology, neurosurgery, and neuroradiology. Contributors describe their management of these complications, focusing on the common principles that all the specialists agree on, and give tips and tricks for ‘bailout’ procedures to help get the practitioner out of trouble. The book is well illustrated and covers the full range of neuroendovascular and neurointerventional procedures. The book will appeal to neurointerventionists, neuroradiologists, stroke physicians, neurosurgeons and vascular surgeons for its practical approach to managing these commonly encountered problems.

**CONTENTS**


**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**

Level: medical specialists/consultants
THE BEHAVIORAL NEUROLOGY OF DEMENTIA

Second edition

Edited by Bruce L. Miller
University of California, San Francisco

and Bradley F. Boeve
Mayo Clinic, Rochester

This new edition of The Behavioral Neurology of Dementia provides clinicians and researchers with the latest research findings written by the leading dementia experts. With chapters ranging from cognitive evaluation to imaging, and genetics and pathology to treatment, the detailed clinical descriptions of diseases and symptoms serve not only as an educational tool for trainees, but also as an opportunity for experienced clinicians to deepen their knowledge and better serve their patients. After years of little progress, the pace of discovery has been speeding up in the last decade, and the authors distil the most valuable discoveries into clear, insightful chapters with applicable information. All the chapters from the first edition have been refreshed with new text and figures. There are new chapters on autoimmune antibody-associated encephalopathy; chronic traumatic encephalopathy; and sleep issues in dementia.

WHY IT WILL SELL

• Describes the latest research findings in the dementia field – information is up to date and engaging for health care professionals

• The number of people affected by dementia is increasing rapidly – this book provides a resource for anyone who sees patients with dementia to aid accurate diagnosis and management

• The chapter authors are leaders in their field – the quality of the research and evaluation of the data in this book is unparalleled in that the authors are speaking from firsthand knowledge of the data and patients involved

CONTENTS


ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Level: medical specialists/consultants
CHRONIC CARE NURSING

A Framework for Practice

Linda Deravin-Malone
Charles Sturt University, Wagga Wagga, New South Wales

and Judith Anderson
Charles Sturt University, Bathurst, New South Wales

_Chronic Care Nursing: A Framework for Practice_ provides a comprehensive and accessible overview of the role of the nurse in dealing with chronic conditions across a variety of healthcare settings in Australia and New Zealand. The first part of the book provides a road map for the implementation of chronic care, by outlining how two essential approaches to chronic care management – the Chronic Care Model and the World Health Organization’s Innovative Care for Chronic Conditions Framework – can help to improve patient outcomes at both national and international levels. The second part devotes separate chapters to key conditions – including dementia, disability, palliative care and mental health – and highlights the pressing contemporary considerations of each condition. Written by an expert author team of clinicians and academics, this book is full of helpful educational tools such as national competencies, case studies and reflective questions, and is an indispensable resource for students and registered nurses.

**CONTENTS**

Part I. Frameworks for Chronic Care Management: 1. Frameworks for chronic care managements; 2. Implementing the macro level of the ICCCF; 3. Implementing the meso level of the ICCCF; 4. Implementing the micro level of the ICCCF; 5. The Australian and New Zealand health care systems;


**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**

Courses: Chronic Care Nursing
Level: undergraduate students
BEST PRACTICE IN LABOUR AND DELIVERY

Second edition

Edited by Sir Sabaratnam Arulkumaran
St George’s Hospital Medical School, University of London

In light of new recommendations for intrapartum care, this fully updated second edition offers a review of best practice in all aspects of labour and delivery. This authoritative guide incorporates revised recommendations from the latest MBRRACE-UK Report, NICE guidelines, Cochrane Reviews and RCOG Green-top Guidelines to provide advice that is in line with the latest research and practice. New chapters cover the aspects of non-technical skills, ranging from leadership and team work to situational awareness and decision making. This edition also emphasises the problem of adherent placenta and discusses how it should be managed. With its modern, evidence-based approach, *Best Practice in Labour and Delivery* is the ideal textbook for those training in labour ward practice and studying for postgraduate examinations. Offering clear and practical guidance, this comprehensive book will help all obstetricians, obstetric anaesthetists, midwives and nurse practitioners to understand and deliver the best clinical care to patients.

**Contents**


**Why it will sell**

- Every chapter has been rewritten after reviewing the subject in the latest MBRRACE-UK Report, Cochrane database, RCOG Green-top and other guidelines – completely up to date and authoritative
- The book has been mapped on the curriculum and syllabus of the Advanced Training Skills Module on intrapartum care for MRCOG trainees – this makes it an ideal book for O&G specialist trainees and midwives
- Several new diagrams and pictures have been added to the chapters in the book, making the text more accessible – easier to understand the topic being discussed
HANDBOOK OF CTG INTERPRETATION

From Patterns to Physiology

Edited by Edwin Chandraharian
St George’s University of London

This book promotes an evidence-based paradigm of fetal heart rate monitoring during labour, with a move away from the traditional ‘pattern-based’ interpretation to physiology-based interpretation. Chapters are presented in a systematic and accessible format, covering topics such as non-hypoxic causes of fetal brain injury, pre-existing hypoxia, types of intrapartum hypoxia, erroneous monitoring of maternal heart rate, fetal scalp blood sampling and fetal ECG (STAN), intermittent auscultation and medico-legal issues. Sections on ‘pearls’ and ‘pitfalls’ highlight good practice and common errors to promote best practice. End-of-chapter exercises allow the reader to engage with the theory and test their knowledge of key areas. This is a highly practical manual aimed at obstetricians and midwives, particularly those undergoing CTG training. The book will also be very useful to midwifery and medical students and to all those involved in multiprofessional intrapartum care.

CONTENTS


ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Level: specialist medical trainees
HANDBOOK OF GESTATIONAL SURROGACY

International Clinical Practice and Policy Issues

Edited by E. Scott Sills
Center for Advanced Genetics, California

There is an increasing demand for gestational surrogacy in current reproductive medicine practice. Infertile couples often engage overseas surrogates, which increases the risk for legal and ethical complications. This book provides clinical guidance on the provision of gestational surrogacy on a worldwide basis, with brief summaries of the legal position within countries where it is offered. This volume provides a comprehensive overview of surrogacy for clinicians, counsellors, attorneys, legislators and anyone interested in reproductive health policy by filling an immediate niche as a resource for those interested in third-party reproductive treatments.

CONTENTS


WHY IT WILL SELL

• Adopts an international perspective, highlighting global similarities and differences in clinical practice, with contributors from 25 countries
• Tackles topical issues, exploring the challenges and successes of gestational surrogacy from the perspectives of special populations, including single, same-sex, and LGBT parents
• Outlines the latest information on national surrogacy legislation, providing contemporary insights into issues and trends that impact treatment in various jurisdictions

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Level: medical specialists/consultants
THE VULVA

A Practical Handbook for Clinicians

Second edition

Gayle Fischer
University of Sydney

and Jennifer Bradford
University of Western Sydney

Foreword by Lynette Margesson

This practical handbook reviews the important, but complex, area of vulval disease and will help busy clinicians help their patients. The authors have a fresh and evidence-based approach to dealing with everything from common to rare vulval conditions. Their take on vulvodynia and dyspareunia represents an important breakthrough in the understanding of vulval pain. The first edition of this book appeared in 2010, at a time when there was very little published evidence on vulval disease. The entire text has been updated in line with modern practice. A reading list and references are included at the end of each chapter. There is further information on management, particularly in the field of long-term treatment of lichen sclerosus and on newly described conditions. The text is designed for gynaecologists and dermatologists but will also be readily understandable to primary care and family practice physicians, nurse practitioners and others working in women’s health.

WHY IT WILL SELL

- A new insight into vulval disease written by a dermatologist and a gynaecologist in close clinical and research partnership for the last twenty years – presents a combined, integrated approach, rather than from a single specialty perspective
- Not a textbook: it is a handbook designed to help the busy clinician – the information is arranged by clinical presentation, making searching for an answer easy
- Takes a fresh look at the difficult areas of vulval practice, especially vulvodynia – demystifies a ‘mysterious’ subject

CONTENTS


ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Level: medical specialists/consultants
LEONG’S MANUAL OF DIAGNOSTIC ANTIBODIES FOR IMMUNOHISTOLOGY

Third edition

Edited by Runjan Chetty
University of Toronto

Kumarasen Cooper
University of Pennsylvania

and Allen Gown
Phenopath Laboratories, Seattle

Providing a unique A-Z guide to antibodies for immunohistology, this is an indispensable source for pathologists to ensure the correct application of immunohistochemistry in daily practice. Each entry includes commercial sources, clones, descriptions of stained proteins/epitopes, the full staining spectrum of normal and tumor tissues, staining pattern and cellular localization, the range of conditions of immunoreactivity, and pitfalls of the antibody’s immunoprofile, giving pathologists a truly thorough quick-reference guide to sources, preparation and applications of specific antibodies. Appendices provide useful quick-reference tables of antibody panels for differential diagnoses, as well as summaries of diagnostic applications. Expanded from previous editions with over forty new entries, this handbook for diagnostic, therapeutic, prognostic and research applications of antibodies is an essential desktop book for practicing pathologists as well as researchers, residents and trainees.

September 2016
246 x 189 mm 350pp 64 tables
978-1-107-07778-2 Hardback £99.99

WHY IT WILL SELL

• The third edition of the Manual of Diagnostic Antibodies for Immunohistology, fully updated with over forty new entries, outlining the specificities of monoclonal and antisera antibodies and their key uses
• Highlights caveats and how to avoid the most common problems in practical application of immunohistochemistry
• Each entry follows a standard structure for quick and easy access and retrieval of information

CONTENTS

List of contributors; Preface to the first edition; Preface to the second edition; Preface to the third edition; Introduction to the third edition; Part I. Antibodies; Part II. Appendices: Appendix 1. Selected antibody panels for specific diagnostic situations; Appendix 2. Antibody panels for lymphoid neoplasms; Appendix 3. Antibody applications.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees
MODERN SOFT TISSUE PATHOLOGY

Tumors and Non-Neoplastic Conditions

Second edition

Edited by Markku Miettinen

National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, Maryland

Fully updated throughout, the second edition of this bestselling book provides a comprehensive guide to the pathology of soft tissue tumors and tumor-like lesions. Reflecting the latest WHO classification throughout, this new edition incorporates advances in clinicopathologic, biologic and genetic studies. As such, detailed coverage of immunohistochemistry and molecular diagnostics is included for each entity. Soft tissue tumors are broadly defined to include metastatic melanomas, carcinomas, and lymphoid proliferations in soft tissue, enabling the reader to distinguish between easily confused entities. Chapters are richly illustrated throughout with high-quality colour images, depicting both typical histology and variants of each entity. Each printed copy of this new edition is also packaged with a password, providing online access to the book’s text and images. Written and edited by renowned international leaders in the field, this is an essential guide to all diagnostic modalities in soft tissue pathology.

September 2016
276 x 219 mm 1088pp
19 b/w illus. 1163 colour illus. 83 tables
978-1-107-56727-6 Hardback with Online Resource
£200.00

Contents


Additional Resources: [http://www.cambridge.org/9781107567276](http://www.cambridge.org/9781107567276)
Scratch-off code on the inside front cover of the book gives the user access to online versions of all the text and images

Additional Information

Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees
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SILVA’S DIAGNOSTIC RENAL PATHOLOGY
Second edition
Edited by Xin Jin (Joseph) Zhou
Baylor University Medical Center, Dallas
Zoltan G. Laszik
University of California, San Francisco
and Vivette D. D’Agati
Ohio State University
Columbia University, New York

Approximately ten percent of the world population are affected by kidney diseases, which often can only be diagnosed by renal biopsy. This practical guide offers an algorithmic, deductive approach to the interpretation of this complicated procedure, covering all technical methods used for diagnosis. This new edition includes an authoritative chapter on digital renal pathology, a topic inadequately covered in current literature. All chapters have been extensively revised in light of major advances in the understanding of the pathogenesis and clinicopathological features of renal disease. Written for practising pathologists and nephrologists, this text encompasses the entire spectrum of medical renal diseases in both pediatric and adult populations. Its numerous diagnostic algorithms provide a convenient overview and a helpful guide into the detailed text, directing the reader to major patterns of interest. Including online access to over 1000 photomicrographs and diagrams, this book is also of interest to trainees in nephrology and pathology.

WHY IT WILL SELL
• Situated on the midpoint between encyclopaedic and summary coverage
• Includes a ‘clinical and pathologic’ classification scheme, which does not require prior knowledge of what the diagnosis is to find the relevant entry
• Extensively revised to incorporate major advances in the pathogenesis, classification and molecular genetics of renal diseases in both native and transplant kidneys

CONTENTS

Additional Resources: http://www.cambridge.org/9781316613986
Access to over 1000 photomicrographs and diagrams

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Level: medical specialists/consultants, specialist medical trainees
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